PROFESSIONAL
FALL 2018 | SPRING 2019

Located in the Canadian Coast Mountain wilderness,
Arc‘teryx is built on the principle of obsessive, precise
design and production. In-house manufacturing and
design centres allow us to constantly evolve and build
products the right way.

ORIGIN
VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA
Arc’teryx is based at the foot of the Coast Mountain Range, a vast wilderness that stretches
12,000km to Alaska. The proximity of these mountains to our design centre and our own
manufacturing facility, ARC’One, allows us to rapidly prototype, test and revise our designs.
This unique combination is the foundation of our design principles. There is no substitute for
direct, hands-on experience.
PROFESSIONAL COLLECTION
At ARC’One we have the capability to manufacture specialized products. Most of the Professional
product line is made right here, in Canada. We create purpose-built equipment designed for
experts, and tested by experts, in challenging conditions. The Professional program is
meant to address the needs of outdoor professionals. We listen, and we learn.

FOR EXPERTS, BY EXPERTS
Our first harnesses were inspired by a curved piece of foam.
A fellow by the name of Mike Blenkarn was agitated enough
and had the genius to mold a piece foam and attach it inside
his bike frame so he could comfortably haul the bike up
steep coastal trails. The concept sparked the idea of molding
materials to fit the body. Harness leg loops, hip belts and
backpanels for packs. Innovation is often this simple.

Over 50 years of expertise make up the team that tackles
solutions for industry professionals. Tom Fayle heads
up advanced research and development. He combined
the concepts of a Chinese finger puzzle with a tool his
neighbourhood arborist used, and many iterations later,
he figured out how to make and efficiently reproduce the
simple, adjustable waistbelt in our Mountain Guide Pant.

Having our ARC’One manufacturing facility close
at hand is critical to turning a concept into a viable
product. It takes time to refine a rough idea into a
beautiful, efficient and functional result. Tom spent
many hours at the factory, and with our engineering
team, developing the tools needed to manufacture
the waist belt. One step of many in our design process.
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SKI GUIDE JACKET [DOPE DYE]

Men’s Model 22940
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL | 545.4g / 19.23oz (M)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

A wind and waterproof shell jacket designed
for guide and rescue professionals that require
a full featured jacket to hold all essential
equipment, produced with the new Solution
Dyed GORE-TEX®. Solution dyeing (aka Dope
Dyeing) results in a fabric that has much higher
resistance to colour-fading from UV exposure.
and reduces water use by 60% and
CO2 by 45% during fabric production.
– Helmet compatible Drop Hood™
– Cohaesive™ hem adjusters function as
Hemlock™ to prevent jacket from slipping out
from under a climbing harness
– Two high, crossover hand pockets with
WaterTight™ zips
– Left chest pocket is radio compatible with
internal routing for comms
– Two hand pockets with WaterTight™ zips
– Internal mesh dump pocket
– Internal laminated zip pocket
– Removable Recco™ reflector in the back collar
N80p-X GORE-TEX® Pro3L – Dope Dye

Dope Red

FEATURE CALLOUTS

1

SKI GUIDE JACKET [DOPE DYE]

Women’s Model 22942
XS, S, M, L, XL | 471g / 16.6oz (S)

2

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

A wind and waterproof shell jacket designed
for guide and rescue professionals that require
a full featured jacket to hold all essential
equipment, produced with the new Solution
Dyed GORE-TEX®. Solution dyeing (aka Dope
Dyeing) results in a fabric that has much higher
resistance to colour-fading from UV exposure.
and reduces water use by 60% and
CO2 by 45% during fabric production.
– Helmet compatible Drop Hood™
– Cohaesive™ hem adjusters function as
Hemlock™ to prevent jacket from slipping out
from under a climbing harness 2
– Two high, crossover hand pockets with
WaterTight™ zips
– Left chest pocket is radio compatible with
internal routing for comms 1
– Two hand pockets with WaterTight™ zips
– Internal mesh dump pocket 3
– Internal laminated zip pocket
– Removable Recco™ reflector in the back collar
N80p-X GORE-TEX® Pro3L – Dope Dye

Dope Red

3
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SKI GUIDE JACKET

Men’s Model 22870
S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL | 545.4g / 19.23oz (M)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

A wind and waterproof shell jacket designed
for guide and rescue professionals that
require a full featured jackets to hold all
essential equipment.
– Helmet compatible Drop Hood™
– Cohaesive™ hem adjusters function as
Hemlock™ to prevent jacket from slipping out
from under a climbing harness
– Two high, crossover chest pockets with
WaterTight™ zips
– Left chest pocket is radio compatible with
internal routing for comms
– Two hand pockets with WaterTight™ zips
– Internal mesh dump pocket for gloves,
climbing skins or bulky items
– Internal laminated zip pocket
– A highly visible orange hood is easily
identifiable from the ground or air
– Removable Recco™ reflector in the back collar
N80p-X GORE-TEX® Pro3L

Viper Yellow
Blaze
Rigel

FEATURE CALLOUTS

1

2

SKI GUIDE JACKET

Women’s Model 22869
XS, S, M, L, XL | 471g / 16.6oz (S)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

A wind and waterproof shell jacket designed
for guide and rescue professionals that
require a full featured jackets to hold all
essential equipment.
– Helmet compatible Drop Hood™
– Cohaesive™ hem adjusters function as
Hemlock™ to prevent jacket from slipping out
from under a climbing harness 3
– Two high, crossover chest pockets with
WaterTight™ zips
– Left chest pocket is radio compatible with
internal routing for comms 1
– Two hand pockets with WaterTight™ zips
– Internal mesh dump pocket for gloves,
climbing skins or bulky items 4
– Internal laminated zip pocket
– A highly visible orange hood is easily identifiable
from the ground or air 2
– Removable Recco™ reflector in the back collar
N80p-X GORE-TEX® Pro3L

Viper Yellow
Blaze
Rigel

3

4
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ALPINE GUIDE JACKET [DOPE DYE]

Men’s Model 22939

ALPINE GUIDE JACKET [DOPE DYE]

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL | 434g / 15.3oz (M)

POSITIONING

A wind and waterproof shell jacket designed
for guide professionals that want the ultimate in
light weight versatility in a durable package,
produced with a new Solution Dyed
GORE-TEX®. Solution dyeing (aka Dope
Dyeing) results in a fabric that has much higher
resistance to colour-fading from UV exposure
and reduces water use by 60% and CO2 by 45%
during fabric production.

KEY FEATURES

– Helmet compatible Storm Hood™
– Cohaesive™ hem adjusters function as
Hemlock™ to prevent jacket from slipping out
from under a climbing harness
– Two high, crossover hand pockets with
WaterTight™ zips
– Left chest pocket is radio compatible
– One internal zip pocket

FABRICS

Dope Red

Women’s Model 22941
XS, S, M, L, XL | 384g / 13.54oz (S)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

N80p-X GORE-TEX® Pro3L – Dope Dye
FABRICS

A wind and waterproof shell jacket designed
for guide professionals that want the
ultimate in light weight versatility in a durable
package, produced with a new Solution Dyed
GORE-TEX®. Solution dyeing (aka Dope Dyeing)
adds colour directly to the yarn polymer,
resulting in a fabric that has much higher
resistance to colour-fading from UV exposure.
Solution dying reduces water use by 60% and
CO2 emissions by 45% from the production of
the fabric.
– Helmet compatible Storm Hood™
– Cohaesive™ hem adjusters function as
Hemlock™ to prevent jacket from slipping out
from under a climbing harness
– Two high, crossover hand pockets with
WaterTight™ zips
– Left chest pocket is radio compatible
– One internal zip pocket
N80p-X GORE-TEX® Pro3L – Dope Dye

Dope Red

PROFESSIONAL
PRODUCTS CONTD.
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ALPINE GUIDE JACKET

Men’s Model 21696

ALPINE GUIDE JACKET

S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL | 434g / 15.3oz (M)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

A wind and waterproof shell jacket designed
for guide professionals that want the ultimate
in light weight versatility in a durable package.
– Helmet compatibleStorm Hood™
– Cohaesive™ hem adjusters function as
Hemlock™ to prevent jacket from slipping out
from from under a climbing harness
– Two high, crossover hand pockets with
WaterTight™ zips
– Left chest pocket is radio compatible
– A highly visible orange hood is easily
identifiable from the ground or air
– One internal zip pocket
N80p-X GORE-TEX® Pro3L

Viper Yellow

Women’s Model 21697
XS, S, M, L, XL | 384g / 13.54oz (S)

POSITIONING

Blaze

KEY FEATURES
Rigel

FABRICS

A wind and waterproof shell jacket designed
for guide professionals that want the ultimate
in light weight versatility in a durable package.
– Helmet compatibleStorm Hood™
– Cohaesive™ hem adjusters function as
Hemlock™ to prevent jacket from slipping out
from from under a climbing harness
– Two high, crossover hand pockets with
WaterTight™ zips
– Left chest pocket is radio compatible
– A highly visible orange hood is easily
identifiable from the ground or air
– One internal zip pocket
N80p-X GORE-TEX® Pro3L

Viper Yellow
Blaze
Rigel

PROFESSIONAL
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MOUNTAIN GUIDE PANT

Men’s Model 21698
S, M, L, XL, XXL, SS, MS, LS, MT, LT, XLT | 495g / 17.5oz

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

A wind and waterproof shell pant designed for
guide and rescue professionals who require
a functional ski pant with a high durability-toweight ratio.
– Easy adjust Braid Lock Belt waist closure
ensures your pants stay put as you move
through the terrain
– Thigh vents with WaterTight™ Zippers
– Two hand pockets with WaterTight™ Zippers
– Two thigh pockets with WaterTight™ Zippers
– Larger right thigh pocket fits field notebooks;
left thigh pocket is tapered to hold smaller
items securely while moving and includes a
key clip
– Monofilament mesh reinforced gaiter to
prevent damage from ski boot buckles and
abrasion
– Harness compatible
– Cohaesive™ Cordlock hem adjustment allows
for easy tightening and loosening of gaiter
around ski boots
N80p-X GORE-TEX® Pro3L

Black

FEATURE CALLOUTS

1

MOUNTAIN GUIDE PANT

Women’s Model 21702
XS, S, M, L, XL | 465g / 16.4oz

2

POSITIONING

A wind and waterproof shell pant designed for
guide and rescue professionals who require
a functional ski pant with a high durability-toweight ratio.

KEY FEATURES

– Easy adjust Braid Lock Belt waist closure
ensures your pants stay put as you move
through the terrain 1
– Thigh vents with WaterTight™ Zippers
– Two hand pockets with WaterTight™ Zippers
– Two thigh pockets with WaterTight™ Zippers 3
– Larger right thigh pocket fits field notebooks;
left thigh pocket is tapered to hold smaller
items securely while moving and includes a
key clip 2
– Monofilament mesh reinforced gaiter to 4
prevent damage from ski boot buckles and
abrasion
– Harness compatible
– Cohaesive™ Cordlock hem adjustment allows
for easy tightening and loosening of gaiter
around ski boots

FABRICS

N80p-X GORE-TEX® Pro3L

Black

3

4
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PATROL PANT GEN 2

Model 23300

HELI GUIDE BIB GEN 2

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, SS, MS, LS, ST, MT, LT, XLT | 617g / 20.8oz (M)

POSITIONING

A wind and waterproof shell pant designed
for ski patrol professionals that require the
ultimate in durability and functionality. Patrol
specific features such as insulated knee pads
and utility belt loops make this pant ideal for
ski patrol work.

KEY FEATURES

– Thigh vents
– 5cm belt loops
– Two thigh pockets with WaterTight™ zip
– Removable 1/4 inch foam kneepads
– Monofilament mesh reinforced gaiter to
prevent damage from ski boots
– Cohaesive™ Cordlock hem adjustment allows
for easy tightening and loosening of gaiter
around ski boots
– 100D Cordura® Powder Cuff; Keprotec™
insteps guard against edges

Black

S, M, L, XL, XXL, SS, MS, LS, ST, MT, LT, XLT | 708g / 25oz (M)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS
FABRICS

N150p-X GORE-TEX® Pro3L

Model 23229

A wind and waterproof shell pant designed
for mechanized ski guide professionals.
This full bib pant offers maximum pocket
configurations to allow guides to have all their
essential equipment readily accessible.
– Two thighpockets
– Two handpockets
– Two bibpockets
– Removable 1/4 inch foam kneepads
– Monofilament mesh reinforced gaiter to
prevent damage from ski boots
– Cohaesive™ Cordlock hem adjustment allows
for easy tightening and loosening of gaiter
around ski boots
– 100D Cordura® Powder Cuff; Keprotec™
insteps guard againstedges
N150p-X GORE-TEX® Pro3L

Black

PRACTITIONER AR HOODY

Men’s Model 21699 | Women’s Model 21700
S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL | 480g / 16.9oz (M)
XS, S, M, L, XL | 400g / 14.1oz (S)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

A highly breathable, lightly insulated mid-layer
designed to manage vapour and temperature
across various output levels and temperatures.
At 42 CFM (Cubic Feet per Minute) of air flow
this jacket can be worn in cool conditions while
moving uphill or combined with a hard-shell
and used as a belay parka.
– Helmet compatible storm hood
– Two hand pockets
– Two Chest Pocket
– Cohaesive™ hem adjustment
Fortius™ Air 20
88 g/m2 Thermal Pro Alpha knit insulation
Carat lightweight knit liner

Carbon Copy
Toreador

Carbon Copy
Toreador

HARDSHELLS
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ALPHA SV JACKET

Men’s Model 18082 | Women’s Model 18081
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL | 490g / 17.3oz (M)
XS, S, M, L, XL | 440g / 15.5oz (M)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

The most durable Arc’teryx 3L GORE-TEX®
Pro climbing jacket. Built for severe alpine
conditions with our hardest wearing face fabric
– Super durable N100p-X 3L GORE-TEX® Pro is
highly abrasion resistant and breathable
– Helmet compatible StormHood™
– External pockets: 2 volume pleated chest
pockets, left bicep pocket; with WaterTight™
zipper and RS™ Zipper Sliders
– Internal pockets: 1 security pocket and 1
dump pocket
– WaterTight™ pit zips
– Cohaesive™ hem adjusters also function as
HemLock™ preventing jackets from slipping
out from under a harness
®

N100p-X 3L GORE-TEX Pro

Black
Cardinal
Pilot
Seasonal Options
Available

Macaw
Titanite
Seasonal Options
Available

HARDSHELLS
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ALPHA FL JACKET

Men’s Model 18976 | Women’s Model 18975

RUSH JACKET MEN’S

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL | 315g / 11.1oz (M)
XS, S, M, L, XL | 295g / 10.4oz (M)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

Arc’teryx lightest 3L GORE-TEX® Pro jacket for
Fast & Light climbers and alpinists. Made with
lightweight N40p-X body fabric and optimized
for breathability and minimum weight
– N40p-X 3L GORE-TEX® Pro is supple,
breathable and lightweight
– Helmet compatible StormHood™
– External pocket: 1 chest pocket with RS™
Zipper Slider
– Internal pockets: 1 security pocket
– Custom Cohaesive™ hem adjustments also
function as HemLock™, preventing jackets
from slipping out from under a harness
– Stuff sack with clip-in loop

Rigel

S, M, L, XL, XXL | 585g / 21.5oz (M)

POSITIONING

Pilot
Flare

KEY FEATURES

Seasonal Options
Available

Baja
Rad

Burly, breathable, and packable GORE-TEX®
Pro big mountain jacket combines durability
with wind and weather protection on
backcountry touring adventures
– Rugged, breathable, N80p-X 3L GORE-TEX® Pro
– Watertight™ Vislon front zip, WaterTight™ pit
zippers provide rapid ventilation
– Articulated patterning for maximum mobility
– Adjustable, helmet compatible StormHood™,
powder skirt with Slide ‘n Loc™ attachment
– Two hand pockets, one internal mesh dump
pocket and one internal laminated zippered
pocket

Dawn

FABRICS

N40p-X 3L GORE-TEX® Pro

FABRICS
Seasonal Options
Available

Model 19610

N80p-X 3L GORE-TEX® Pro

Blue Northern
Firecracker
Phantom King
Seasonal Options
Available

HARDSHELLS
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ALPHA IS JACKET

Men’s Model 19627 | Women’s Model 19626

ALPHA AR PANT

Men’s Model 19615 | Women’s Model 21682

XS, S, M, L, XL | 610g / 21.5oz (M)
XS, S, M, L | 605g / 21.3oz (M)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

ThermaTek™ insulated GORE-TEX® jacket can
replace a hardshell and midlayer or be used
as a belay jacket
– N40p-X face fabric with 2L GORE-TEX® is
lightweight
– Highly hydrophobic DWR treated
ThermaTek™ synthetic insulation
– Pockets: 2 external insulated hand and 1
external chest; 1 internal dump
– Additional layer of Coreloft™ Continuous 65
insulation for warmth in the shoulders
– Helmet compatible StormHood™
– Cohaesive™ hem cord adjusters function as a
HemLock™
N40p-X 2L GORE-TEX® outer shell
Coreloft™ Continuous 65 supplemental
insulation – shoulders
ThermaTek™ DWR treated synthetic
insulation

Black
Magma

S – XL (82cm / 32.5in) | 565g / 19.9oz (M)
XS – L (82cm / 32.5in) | 540g / 19oz (S)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

Magma

FABRICS

Versatile 3L GORE-TEX® Pro pant with full side
zippers for climbers and alpinists
– Versatile 3L GORE-TEX® Pro pant with full side
zippers for climbers and alpinists
– Alpine, ice, expedition and rock climbing
– Regular with e3D, trim lower leg
– Low profile harness friendly belt
– Adjustable, removeable suspenders with drop
seat functionality without detaching suspenders
– Harness compatible WaterTight™ zippered
right thigh pocket with flap and internal anchor
loop for securing items like keys
– LegWrap™ keeps the pant against the leg to
reduce crampon snags
– Adjustable hem with Keprotec™
reinforcements; grommets for installing cord to
act as a gaitor
N100p-X 3L GORE-TEX® Pro

Pilot

Pilot

HARDSHELLS
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BETA SV BIB

Men’s Model 21790 | Women’s Model 21787

STINGER BIB MEN’S

Reg S – XXL (82cm / 32.5in) | 680g / 24oz (M)
XS – XL (82cm / 32.5in) | 655g / 23.1oz (M)

POSITIONING

Durable, hard wearing waterproof /
breathable GORE-TEX® Pro bibs with fabric
reinforcements in high wear areas

KEY FEATURES

– Highly breathable and durable N80p-X 3L
GORE-TEX® Pro reinforced with N155p-X face
fabric in high wear areas
– Fully separating WaterTight™ two-way
zippers allow for drop seat option and easy
removal over boots and crampons
– Low bib is elasticized at waist to keep cold
and snow out; adjustable suspenders
– Two zippered pockets on the bib
– Keprotec™ instep patch protects against
edges, crampons and boots
– 100D Cordura® PowderCuff™ keeps snow out;
lace hooks secure pants to boots

FABRICS

N80p-X 3L GORE-TEX® Pro
N155p-X 3L GORE-TEX® Pro

Black

Model 16885
XS – XL (82cm / 32.5in) | 655g / 23.1oz (M)

POSITIONING

Triton

KEY FEATURES

Black
Zaffre

FABRICS

Breathable and durable GORE-TEX® Pro pant
with short bib designed for extreme weather
protection on backcountry touring adventures
– Rugged, highly breathable 3L GORE-TEX® Pro
utilizing hard wearing N80p-X face fabric
– Bib features adjustable elastic suspenders and
two zippered security pockets
– Double side zips open for ventilation
– Large volume zippered thigh pockets
– 100D Cordura® PowderCuffs™, Keprotec™
insteps guard against abrasion from edges
N80p-X 3L GORE-TEX® Pro
N70p 3L GORE-TEX® Pro

Black
Everglade

SOFTSHELLS
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GAMMA MX HOODY

Men’s Model 19274 | Women’s Model 19275

GAMMA LT HOODY

Men’s Model 17307 | Women’s Model 17311

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL | 565g / 19.9oz (M)
XS, S, M, L, XL | 495g / 17.4oz (M)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

Our warmest softshell hoody offers high
durability, wind and water resistance and
multiple pockets
– Midweight Fortius™ 2.0 softshell fabric is
durable and wind resistant with DWR finish;
brushed interior adds warmth
– Adjustable helmet compatible StormHood™
– Vislon center front zipper with wind flap
– Articulated patterning, gusseted underarms
for freedom of movement
– Two hand pockets and two chest pockets,
laminated sleeve pocket
– Adjustable hem drawcord seals out cold
Fortius™ 2.0 – 49% polyester, 35% nylon, 16%
elastane

Blackbird

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL | 545g / 19.2oz (M)
XS, S, M, L, XL | 465g / 16.4oz (M)

POSITIONING

Extremely durable lightweight softshell hoody
offers good stretch with moderate warmth
and wind resistance

KEY FEATURES

– Lightweight Wee Burly™ Double Weave offers
a durable exterior coupled with a comfortable
inner
– Helmet compatible StormHood™
– Vislon front zipper with wind flap, No Slip
Zip™ works like a series of speed bumps
keeping the main zipper from self-opening
– Two hand pockets and one internal laminated
chest pocket
– Stretch gusset cuffs
– Adjustable hem drawcord seals out cold

Gwaii
Pilot
Seasonal Options
Available

Shorepine
Hard Coral

Triton
Heron
Seasonal Options
Available

Black
Rad
Azalea

Zaffre

FABRICS
Seasonal Options
Available

Black

Wee Burly™ Double Weave – 56% nylon, 34%
polyester, 10% elastane

Seasonal Options
Available

SOFTSHELLS
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SIGMA FL PANTS

Men’s Model 20089 | Women’s Model 17103

RUSH FL PANT MEN’S

Reg S – XL (82cm / 32.5in) | 370g / 13.1oz (M)
0 –12 (81cm / 32in) | 300g / 10.6oz (6)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

Ideal balance between weight and durability,
these softshell pants are made for fast & light
tactics applied to rock, alpine and ice/mixed
climbing routes
– Hybrid material mapping places Wee Burly™
– Double Weave reinforcements in the seat and
knees. Fortius™ 1.0 in the remaining areas for
mobility and reduced weight
– Full articulation and 4-way stretch fabric
enable a trim fit with full range of mobility
– Adjustable waistbelt fit comfortable under
harnesses and backpacks
– Harness friendly zippered hand pockets and a
zippered right thigh pocket
– Crampon friendly tapered leg from the knee
to ankle
– Adjustable pant cuff for sealing out updrafts,
grommets for installing gaiter cord
Fortius™ 1.0 – body
Wee Burly™ Double Weave – reinforcements

Black

Model 21686
Reg S – XXL (82cm / 32.5in) | 630g / 21.5oz (M)

POSITIONING

Trim fit softshell ski pant providing thermal
management and flattering fit while accessing
technical terrain and descents

KEY FEATURES

– Aequora™ 2L four way stretch softshell is
durable, air permeable, weather resistant and
has excellent next to skin and hand feel
– Harness compatible pocketing and and
crampon compatible lower leg, belt loops and
removable suspenders
– Two zippered leg vents
– Two zippered thigh pockets with key clip in
the left side
– Keprotec™ instep patch reduces edge cuts
– Zippered gusset accommodates various boot
volumes
– TouringCuff™ keeps snow out of ski boots using
the power strap to create a secure seal while
allowing all buckles to be adjusted while skiing

Pilot
Stellar

Black
Black Sapphire

FABRICS

Aequora™ 2L four way stretch softshell
Keprotec™ instep patch

Pilot
Tui

DOWN
INSULATION
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CERIUM SV HOODY

Men’s Model 18356 | Women’s Model 18351
S, M, L, XL, XXL | 415g / 14.6oz (M)
XS, S, M, L, XL | 395g / 13.9oz (M)

POSITIONING

The warmest Cerium features lightweight
fabrics and differential 850 down fill ratios to
maximize warmth-to-weight.

KEY FEATURES

– The warmest Cerium features lightweight
fabrics and differential 850 down fill ratios to
maximize warmth-to-weight. A warm midlayer
or standalone piece in cool, dry conditions
– Regular, hip length
– Centre back: 69.5cm/27.3in, drop hem
– Arato™ 10 with DWR repels moisture
– Down Contour™ baffles enhance loft
– Down Composite Mapping™ strategically
places down and synthetic insulation
– Down insulated StormHood™ with
Cohaesive™ cordlock adjusters
– No Slip Zip™ main opening, zippered downlined hand pockets
– Internal zippered pocket with stuff sack
– Elasticized cuff; hem drawcord

FABRICS

Arato™ 10 – 100% nylon shell fabric
Arato™ 7 – 100% nylon liner fabric
850 fill European grey goose down (162g – M)
Coreloft™ 80 and 140 insulation

Black
Pilot
Lichen

Nightshadow
Pomegranate
Fiddlehead

DOWN
INSULATION
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CERIUM LT HOODY

Men’s Model 18013 | Women’s Model 18035

CERIUM SL HOODY

Men’s Model 21337 | Women’s Model 20973

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL | 305g / 10.7oz (M)
XS, S, M, L, XL | 280g / 9.8oz (M)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

Streamlined, lightweight sewn-through down
hoody filled with 850 white goose down.
This backcountry specialist is intended as a
midlayer in cool, dry conditions
– Lightweight yet durable Arato™ 10 with DWR
repels moisture
– Down Composite Mapping™ strategically
places down and synthetic insulation
– Adjustable low profile down insulated
StormHood™
– Two zippered hand pockets; internal zippered
security pocket with stuff sack
– Elasticized cuff at wrist and adjustable hem
drawcord seals out cold
– Improved fit with longer body length

Black

S, M, L, XL, XXL | 215g / 7.6oz (M)
XS, S, M, L, XL | 200g / 7.1oz (M)

POSITIONING

Nocturne
Deep Cove

KEY FEATURES

Seasonal Options
Available

Black
Baja

Arato™ 10 – 100% nylon
850 fill European white goose down (102g - M)
Coreloft™ 80 and 100 insulation

– Super lightweight Arato™ 7 face fabric with
DWR finish repels moisture
– Down Composite Mapping™ strategically
places both down and synthetic insulation
– Adjustable, low profile, down insulated
StormHood™
– Lightweight, minimal front and hand pocket
zippers; stuff sack included
– Adjustable hem drawcord seals out cold
– Low profile, elasticized cuff at wrist

Titanite
Seasonal Options
Available

Black
Triton
Pilot
Seasonal Options
Available

Black
Baja
Utopia

FABRICS
FABRICS

The lightest weight down hoody in the
Arc’teryx Essentials collection. This sewn
through down hoody is intended as a light
midlayer in cool, dry conditions

Arato™ 7 – 100% nylon
850 fill European grey goose down (56g - M)
Coreloft™ 40 and 100 insulation (40g/m² and
100g/m²)

Seasonal Options
Available

SYNTHETIC
INSULATION
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NUCLEI AR JACKET MEN’S

Model 18360

ATOM AR HOODY

Men’s Model 14648 | Women’s Model 14664

S, M, L, XL | 460g / 16.2oz (M)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

All-round belay parka combines Coreloft™
insulation with a seam taped GORE®
THERMIUM™ exterior blending
warmth, water resistance and windproofness
– Windproof, breathable and highly water
resistant N30r GORE® THERMIUM™ seam
sealed outer fabric
– Coreloft™ 100 synthetic insulation is warm
and resilient
– Helmet compatible StormHood™
– Two insulated, zippered hand pockets plus
one internal mesh pocket
– Stuff sack can be clipped to your harness
N30r GORE® THERMIUM™
Coreloft™ 100 insulation (100g/m²) – body
Coreloft™ 40 insulation (40g/m²) – hood

Black

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL | 470g / 16.6oz (M)
XS, S, M, L, XL | 415g / 114.6oz (M)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

This versatile Coreloft™ insulated hoody
functions as an outer layer in cold, dry
conditions or as a midlayer in cold, wet
conditions
– Light, durable and wind resistant Tyono™ 30
withstands abrasion and wear; DWR finish
repels moisture
– Insulated helmet compatible StormHood™
– Warm, resilient Coreloft™ synthetic insulation
is body mapped for improved thermal
performance
– No Slip Zip™ main opening, zippered hand
pockets, internal zippered chest pocket
– Jersey knit cuff for easy layering
– Adjustable hem drawcord seals out cold
Tyono™ 30 – 100% nylon
Coreloft™ 120 (body), 80 (under arms), 60
(hood) g/m² insulation

Black
Everglade
Proteus
Seasonal Options
Available

Black
Nightshadow
Pomegranate
Seasonal Options
Available

SYNTHETIC
INSULATION
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ATOM LT HOODY

Men’s Model 14644 | Women’s Model 14660

ATOM SL HOODY

Men’s Model 17305 | Women’s Model 17309

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL | 172g / 6.1 oz (M)
XS, S, M, L, XL | 330g / 11.6oz (M)

POSITIONING

Coreloft™ insulated hoody with air permeable
side panels for medium output activities.
Functions as an outer layer or as a midlayer
depending on the conditions

Black

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL | 260g / 9.2oz (M)
XS, S, M, L, XL | 235g / 8.3oz (M)

POSITIONING

Conifer

KEY FEATURES
KEY FEATURES

– Light, soft Tyono™ 20 has good air
permeability; DWR finish repels moisture
– Coreloft™ 60 insulation provides warmth
– Smooth faced, air permeable fleece stretch
side panels for ventilation
– Adjustable, insulated, low profile
StormHood™
– No Slip Zip™ main opening, zippered hand
pockets, internal zippered chest pocket;
adjustable hem

Pilot
Seasonal Options
Available

Black
Shorepine
Dark Titanite

FABRICS

Coreloft™ 60g/m² insulation
Polartec® Power Stretch® with Hardface®
technology 88% polyester, 12% elastane –
side panels

Seasonal Options
Available

FABRICS

Lightly insulated hoody with air permeable
side panels for thermal regulation during midto-high output activities
– Light, soft Tyono™ 20 has good air
permeability; DWR finish repels moisture
– Coreloft™ Compact 40 synthetic insulation in
the core provides warmth; uninsulated, mesh
lined sleeves
– Low profile Torrent™ 190 fleece stretch side
panels allow for ventilation
– Adjustable, low profile uninsulated
StormHood™
– No Slip Zip™ works like a series of speed
bumps keeping the main zipper from
self-opening
– Zippered hand pockets; adjustable hem
Tyono™ 20, 100% nylon – exterior shell
Coreloft™ Compact 40g/m² insulation
Torrent™ 190 with Polygiene® – 84% polyester,
16% elastane – side panels

Black
Nocturne
Shorepine
Seasonal Options
Available

Macaw
Black Sapphire
Creekside
Seasonal Options
Available

FLEECE
MIDLAYERS
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FORTREZ HOODY

Men’s Model 18090 | Women’s Model 18089
S, M, L, XL, XXL | 375g / 13.2oz (M)
XS, S, M, L, XL | 345g / 12.2oz (M)

POSITIONING

Polartec® Power Stretch® with Hardface®
Technology midweight hooded fleece jacket
with integrated balaclava

KEY FEATURES

– Polartec® Power Stretch® fleece with
Hardface® Technology provides warmth and
has a durable, smooth outer surface that
sheds moisture and layers easily
– ScubaHood™ layers easily under a helmet;
integrated Phasic™ AR panel nests inside
hood and functions as a balaclava or neck
gaiter
– Zippered hand pockets and left bicep pocket
– No Slip Zip™ keeps the main zipper from
self-opening

Zevan
Carbon Copy
Ember
Seasonal Options
Available

Dark Titanite
Aurora
Black Sapphire II

FABRICS

Polartec® Power Stretch® fleece with
Hardface® Technology
Phasic™ AR – balaclava

Seasonal Options
Available

FLEECE
MIDLAYERS
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KONSEAL HOODY

Men’s Model 19600 | Women’s Model 19601

ACTO FL JACKET MEN’S

S, M, L, XL | 305g / 10.8oz (M)
XS, S, M, L | 270g / 9.5oz (M)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

Trim fit, hooded 1/2 zip hoody with Polartec®
Power Dry High Warmth fleece with
integrated balaclava
– Polartec® Power Dry® High Warmth fleece
has a voided grid for optimum warmth and a
smooth outer face that layers easily
– Integrated Phasic™ AR panel nests inside
hood, functions as a balaclava or neck gaiter
– One chest pocket allows easy access with
pack or harness
– Thumbholes hold sleeves in position
– Deep front zipper for easy on/off, rapid
ventilation
Polartec® Power Dry® High Warmth
fleece – body
Phasic™ AR – balaclava

Rigel

Model 16431
S, M, L, XL | 440g / 15.5oz (M)

POSITIONING

Pilot

KEY FEATURES
Black Sapphire
Rad

FABRICS

Hardfleece hoody made from a combination
of a gridded fleece backer bonded to an
air permeable, DWR treated face fabric that
excels in moisture management
– Aerius™ Grid Loft gridded fleece inner
laminated to a DWR-treated stretch woven
exterior combines warmth with abrasion and
weather resistance
– Highly air-permeable to allow excess heat and
sweat escape
– Lightweight, windproof Tyono 30 StormHood™
– No Slip Zip™ keeps the main zipper from
self-opening
– HemLock™ prevents jacket from slipping out
from under harnesses
Aerius™ Grid Loft

Everglade
Pilot
Stellar

BACKPACKS
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BACKPACKS
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VOLTAIR 20 & 30 BACKPACK

30 Model 21827 | 20 Model 19568

ALPHA SK 32 BACKPACK

30 | Weight: 3465g / 7.6lbs, Volume: 30 L / 1831 cu.in.
20 | Weight: 3255g / 7.18lbs, Volume: 20 L / 1220 cu.in.

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

30L / 20L multiple deployment avalanche
airbag pack. Battery and charger sold
separately
– Custom battery and impeller increases
pressure for superior inflation performance
– Pulses air keeping the bag inflated in case of
minor punctures
– Locking trigger
– Leg loop uses a wire gate mounted carabiner
for quick transitions
– External system readiness indicator
– Battery can be unplugged for airline travel or
exchanges
– Usable volume is 30L with the battery and
inflation system installed
– Separate, waterproof front pocket for avy tools
– Carries skis, snowboards and a single ice tool
– Small internal security pocket

20

Cayenne

Weight: 1000g / 35.3oz, Volume: 32L / 1953cu.in.

POSITIONING

Fast and light pack for ski touring and ski
alpinism with weatherproof AC² construction
and modular ski / snowboard carry options

KEY FEATURES

– Top lid / pocket can also be used to stash
helmets, skins, ropes and other bulky or wet
items
– Includes two 50cm long Alpha SK Straps for
attaching skis diagonally
– Skis can be carried diagonally or in an
A-frame (adding 3 more straps - not included);
snowboards vertically with longer 65cm Alpha
– SK Straps (not included)
– Side zipper eases access to interior
– AC² waterproof front pocket stores shovel,
saw, and probe with space for skins
– Padded back panel with internally laminated
HD80 foam frame sheet
– Forward pull wasitbelt adjustment for easy use
with gloves
– Adjustable sternum strap

Black

30

Model 19644

Cayenne
Black

N400r-AC² nylon 6 ripstop
FABRICS

N400r-AC² nylon 6 ripstop

Black
Everglade
Flare

BACKPACKS
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ALPHA FL 30 & 45 PACKS

30 Model 18678 | 45 Model 18679

CARRIER DUFFEL 55 & 80

30 | Weight: 585g / 20.6oz, Volume: 30L / 1831cu.in.
45 | Weight: 670g / 22.9oz, Volume: 45L / 2746cu.in.

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

Extremely durable Wee Burly™ Double Weave
lightweight softshell hoody offers good
stretch with moderate warmth and wind
resistance
– Lightweight Wee Burly™ Double Weave makes
this a much lighter jacket than
previous versions.
– Helmet compatible StormHood™
– Vislon front zipper with wind flap, No Slip Zip™
works like a series of speed bumps keeping
the main zipper from self-opening
– Two hand pockets and one internal laminated
chest pocket
– Stretch gusset cuffs
– Adjustable hem drawcord seals out cold

30

Black
Somerset Blue

55 | Weight: 675g / 23.8oz Volume: 55L / 3556cu.in.
80 | Weight: 740g / 26.1oz Volume: 80L / 4882cu.in.

POSITIONING

Lightweight, highly water resistant 55L / 80L
duffel bag

KEY FEATURES

– Highly water resistant AC² (Advanced
Composite Construction) fabric and sealed
seams provide weather protection
– Reflective white interior makes it easier to see
contents
– WaterTight #8 main zipper
– Dual, padded shoulder straps; removable and
adjustable
– Can be carried over one shoulder or worn as
a backpack
– Handles on all four sides
– Can be rolled up very small for storage or
taken along as a secondary duffel
– Packaged in a zippered bag that can be used
to store the duffel or as a travel organizer

Cardinal

45

55 Model 18100 | 80 Model 18101

Black
Cardinal

Wee Burly™ Double Weave – 56% nylon, 34%
polyester, 10% elastane
FABRICS

N400r-AC² nylon 6 ripstop

55

Black
Green
Grey

80

Black
Grey

HARNESSES
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AR-395A HARNESS MEN’S

Model 15996

FL-365 HARNESS MEN’S

XS, S, M, L, XL | 395g / 13.9oz (M)

POSITIONING

All-Round (AR): Men’s adjustable leg,
lightweight climbing harness with maximum
versatility

KEY FEATURES

– Warp Strength Technology™ for exceptional
pressure dispersal and comfort, superior
strength-to-weight ratio and compactness
– Burly™ Double Weave material for strength
and comfort
– Adjustable leg loops for a precision fit
– Four reversible polyurethane gear loops, rear
haul loop, four ice clipper slots
– Orange wear safety indicators on belay loop
and tie in points
– Drop leg elastics with single stainless steel
hook for durability

FABRICS

Burly™ Double Weave
7075-T6 aluminum buckles
Nylon 6,6 webbing

Pilot / Flare

Model 15994
XS, S, M, L, XL | 365g / 12.9oz (M)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

Fast & Light (FL): Men’s climbing harness with
the ideal balance between lightweight and
versatility
– Warp Strength Technology™ for exceptional
pressure dispersal and comfort, superior
strength-to-weight ratio and compactness
– Burly™ Double Weave material for strength
and comfort
– Fixed leg loops with elastic automatically
adjust for a precision fit
– Four reversible polyurethane gear loops, rear
haul loop
– Four ice clipper slots
– Orange wear safety indicators on belay loop,
tie in points
– Drop leg elastics with single stainless steel
hook for durability
Burly™ Double Weave
7075-T6 aluminum buckles
Nylon 6,6 webbing

Red Beach / Flare

FOOTWEAR
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ACRUX AR GTX

Model 16691
Unisex 6.5 – 12.5 UK | 940g in size 8.5 UK

POSITIONING

UPPER

FIT
LINER

MIDSOLE
CHASSIS
TOE & HEEL
SOLE

A low volume double boot for alpinists with
removable, adaptive fit liner. Full waterproof/
breathable construction manages all
mountain conditions. Removable fullheight
liner provides comprehensive climate
management, quick drying comfort and can
be worn as a camp boot.
– Gaiter: GORE-TEX® 3 layer with 0.6 mm TPU
protection film
– Inner shell: 4 mm 3D formed perforated PE
foam
– Adaptive Fit
– Removable, 4 mm perforated PE foam with
GORE-TEX® stretch laminate to 100% of liner
height
– CM EVA, 70 Shore C
– Carbon fibre frame with PU foam insert
– Injected TPU heel and toe caps
– Vibram® AR, Mont compound

Black / Cajun

FOOTWEAR
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PROCLINE CARBON

Model 24662

PROCLINE AR CARBON

Men’s Model 24206 | Women’s Model 24208

23.5 – 30.5 | 1,240g in size 27.5

POSITIONING

Liner
Shell
Spoiler
Cuff
Sole
Gaiter

The Procline Carbon is specifically designed for
climbing the ascent and provides the ability to
confidently ski the descent. While climbing, the
patented 360º rotating cuff delivers unrivaled
ankle agility. On the descent, the cuff’s carbonfibre reinforced construction improves stiffness
for power transfer to the ski. The durable dualcompound Vibram® sole’s specially designed
tread pattern provides control and grip, and
the full-coverage gaiter seals out ice and snow.
2018 updates include a thermomoldable PE
closed-cell foam liner, more robust power strap,
improved crampon compatibility, and a 15%
lighter rear spoiler.
– Lite 2.0 Liner thermoformable Ultralon PERF 45
– Grilamid 800 Mpa
– Grilamid with 60% fibreglass
– TEPEX® Carbon fibre with over-injected Grilamid
30% carbon fibre content
– Vibram® TOP85 + MONT Climbing
– High density SOFTSTRETCH® with TPU
reinforcement

Black / Lichen

25.5 – 30.5 | 1,330g in size 27.5
23.5 – 27.5 | 1,180g in size 25.5

POSITIONING

Liner
Shell
Spoiler
Cuff
Sole
Gaiter

Light, agile and supportive, the Procline
Carbon AR combines both uphill and downhill
skiing performance, delivering support for the
descent with superior freedom while skinning
and traversing. The patented 360o rotating cuff
provides exceptional agility on the uptrack, and
a rigid Ultramid shell, integrated tongue, and
larger buckles provide power for the descent.
The thermoformable liner’s closed-cell foam
material minimizes water absorption, and the
wide powerstrap micro-adjusts with our patented
cam lock for a precise fit. Materials are carefully
selected to provide complete performance for
minimal weight.
– Lite AR Liner thermoformable Ultralon PERF 45
+ Reinforced cuff
– ULTRAMID SHELL 1000MPa
– Grilamid with 60% fibreglass
– TEPEX® Carbon fibre with over-injected
Grilamid 30% carbon fibre content
– Vibram® TOP85 Touring
– High density SOFTSTRETCH® with TPU
reinforcements

Black / Howe Sound

Black / Petrikor

FOOTWEAR
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ACRUX SL LEATHER APPROACH SHOE

Men’s Model 20731 | Women’s Model 20733

ACRUX SL APPROACH SHOE

Men’s Model 18050 | Women’s Model 18051

6.5 – 11.5, 12.5 UK | 320g in size 8.5 UK
3.5 – 8.5 UK | 270g in size 5.5 UK

POSITIONING

UPPER

FIT
MIDSOLE
CHASSIS
SOLE

A durable and comfortable suede upper
version of our ultralight approach shoe. Its
Adaptive Fit Lite liner is air permeable and
surrounds the foot for maximum comfort. The
outsole is configured for difficult approaches
and descents on technical rock and for daily
use in urban environments.
– 1.5 mm split suede leather, air-permeable 3D
mesh
– Integrated sticky rubber toe cap
– Adaptive Fit Lite
– Injected EVA, 60 Shore C
– Injected TPU, 70 Shore A
– Vibram light approach, Megagrip compound

Black / Black

6.5 – 11.5, 12.5 UK | 300g in size 8.5 UK
3.5 – 8.5 UK | 250g in size 5.5 UK

POSITIONING

Neptune / Everglade
Red Beach / Shark
Seasonal Options
Available

UPPER
Shorepine / Lt Titanite
Black Sapphire / Ion
Purple Reign / Lavender Stone
Seasonal Options
Available

FIT
MIDSOLE
CHASSIS
SOLE

For routes that demand the lightest possible
approach shoe, the Acrux SL is optimized for
agility and traction, with reduced weight and
volume construction. Adaptive Fit Lite liner
is air permeable, providing summer comfort
with a zonal adaptive fit. Sole is configured for
difficult approaches and descents on technical
rock.
– PU coated nylon yarns, TPU high abrasion
protection films
Integrated sticky rubber toe cap
– Adaptive Fit Lite
– Injected EVA, 60 Shore C
– Injected TPU, 70 Shore A
– Vibram light approach, megagrip compound

Black / Graphite
Toreador / Pilot
Nocturne / Rigel
Seasonal Options
Available

Petrikor / Freezing Fog
Titan / Lamium Pink
Seasonal Options
Available

FOOTWEAR
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KONSEAL FL APPROACH SHOE

Men’s Model 22247 | Women’s Model 22818

NORVAN LD SHOE

Men’s Model 22246 | Women’s Model 22819

6.5 – 11.5, 12.5 UK | 300g in size 8.5 UK
3.5 – 8.5 UK | 260g in size 5.5 UK

POSITIONING

UPPER

SOCKLINER
MIDSOLE
CHASSIS
OUTSOLE

The light and agile footwear designed for
technical approaches and day hikes over
terrain requiring stability, comfort, and
a confident grip. The versatile Vibram®
Megagrip outsole provides a secure hold,
and the minimalist design sheds grams and
reduces debris collection.
– Single-layer ripstop mesh, 0.4mm TPU
protective film, 1.0mm over-lasted nubuck
synthetic, 3D molded rubber toe cap,
– Integrated lacing system
– 4mm thickness OrthoLite™ 3D molded insert
– Injected EVA, 60 Shore C
– Injected TPU, 70 Shore A
– Vibram® Megagrip

Black / Pilot

6.5 – 11.5, 12.5 UK | 310g in size 8.5 UK
3.5 – 8.5 UK | 260g in size 5.5 UK

POSITIONING

Red Beach / Safety
Nocturne / Red Beach
Seasonal Options
Available

UPPER
Freezing Fog / Petrikor
Rad / Petrikor
Seasonal Options
Available

SOCKLINER
MIDSOLE

CHASSIS
OUTSOLE

A lightweight, long-distance trail running shoe
delivering all-day comfort and versatile grip
on technical trails. The Vibram® Megagrip
outsole provides versatile grip, and advanced
materials and geometry ensure long-distance
performance and comfort with the protection
and durability required for unpredictable
terrain.
– Single-layer polyester closed mesh, 0.4mm
TPU protective film, Synthetic toe cap, Fused
lace pocket
– 4mm thickness OrthoLite™ 3D molded insert
– 85% Compressed EVA / 15% Polyolefin blend,
55 Shore C, 27mm/ 18mm stack height, 9mm
drop
– Mid-Forefoot 0.7mm TPU film
– Vibram® Megagrip

Black / Shark
Nocturne / Safety
Red Beach / Safety
Seasonal Options
Available

Nightshadow / Titanite
Dragon Fruit / Poseidon
Utopia / Electrolyte
Seasonal Options
Available

GLOVES
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SABRE GLOVE

Model 20822
XS, S, M, L, XL | 180g / 6.3oz (M)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

Insulated shorter cuff waterproof GORE-TEX®
snowsports glove with leather reinforced
fingers and palm
– Fortius 1.0 exterior with a GORE-TEX® insert
– Leather reinforced palm and fingers
– 100g Primaloft® Gold Insulation Eco with Grip
– Control bonded to shell for grip
– Pull to open/pull to close gauntlet
– Elasticated adjustable wrist strap allows for
precision fit
– Internal draft tube at wrist
GORE-TEX® ACTIVE®
Fortius 1.0
133g PrimaLoft® Silver Insulation
100g PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation Eco with Grip
Control

Black

GLOVES
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FISSION GLOVE

Model 21289

TENEO GLOVE

XS, S, M, L, XL | 200g / 7.1oz (M)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

GORE-TEX® waterproof gloves with leather
fingers and palm
– Fortius™ 1.0 exterior with a GORE-TEX® insert
Leather reinforced palm and fingers
– Pull to open/pull to close gauntlet
– Elasticated back of the wrist self adjusts to
trap heat
Soft, brushed liner envelops the hand
– DWR treated nylon inner cuffs shed snow and
moisture easily
Removable wrist leashes
– Webbing loop allows gloves to be clipped

Black

XS, S, M, L, XL | 130g / 4.6oz (M)

POSITIONING

Durable GORE® WINDSTOPPER® multisport
softshell gloves with excellent dexterity

KEY FEATURES

– 2-layer GORE® WINDSTOPPER® hi-loft fleece
liner behind a Fortius™ 1.0 softshell fabric
blocks wind to help keep hands warmer,
provides breathability that allows excess heat
to escape
– High wear areas are reinforced with leather for
added durability and enhanced grip
– Adjustable wrist closure permits a precision fit
with varying layers

FABRICS
FABRICS

GORE-TEX® ACTIVE®
Fortius™ 1.0, leather palm and finger overlays
133g PrimaLoft® Silver and 100g Gold
Insulation Eco with Grip Control

Model 21293

2L GORE® WINDSTOPPER® hi-loft fleece liner
Fortius™ 1.0 – 84% nylon, 16% elastane
Leather palm and finger overlays

Black

GLOVES
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ALPHA AR GLOVE

Model 21339

ALPHA FL GLOVE

XS, S, M, L, XL | 220g / 7.8oz (M)

POSITIONING

All round, versatile, warm, durable glove for
general alpinism

KEY FEATURES

– Reinforced palm materials enhance durability
with climbing specific dexterity
– Bonded palm for enhanced grip, dexterity
and minimal shear enables handling of tools
and rope rigging
– GORE-TEX® insert provides waterproof,
breathable protection
– Longer gauntlet for layering versatility
– Light insulation and impact protection over
the knuckles

FABRICS

GORE-TEX® ACTIVE®
Aequora AirPerm™ Leather palm and finger
overlays
100g Primaloft® Silver Insulation
100g Primaloft® Gold Insulation Eco with Grip
Control

Graphite

Model 21288
XS, S, M, L, XL | 165g / 5.8oz (M)

POSITIONING

KEY FEATURES

FABRICS

Lightly insulated, waterproof, technical
dexterious glove ideal for ice and alpine
routes
– Dexterous, trim fit and materials combine
for grip on tools, allow for placement of
protection and rope rigging
– Grip enhancing design and construction
reduces shear when making mixed moves on
rock; near zero resistance to closure
– Low volume mini-gauntlet allows layering
versatility
– GORE-TEX® insert provides waterproof/
breathable protection during use
– Strategically placed knuckle protection
– Webbing loop allows gloves to be clipped
together with a carabiner
GORE-TEX® ACTIVE®
Aequora AirPerm™
60g Primaloft® Gold Insulation Eco
60g Primaloft® Silver Insulation

Graphite / Cardinal

GLOVES
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ALPHA SL GLOVE

Model 23424

ALPHA MX GLOVE

XS, S, M, L, XL | 85g / 3.0oz (M)

POSITIONING

Highly dexterous, highly articulated climbing
glove for technically demanding alpine and
ice routes

KEY FEATURES

– Highly dexterous, next-to-skin fitting, general
purpose climbing glove for alpine and ice
climbing
– Construction and design provides for near
zero resistance to closure, no shear on tools or
rock, good grip in a variety of situations
– Pulley adjustment system locks glove to the
hand to maximize fit and stability
– Very low volume, next-to-skin fit

FABRICS

N72s 3L GORE® WINDSTOPPER®
Leather palm and fingers
300g/m² polyester fleece

Black

Model 20271
S, M, L, XL | 70g / 2.5oz (M)

POSITIONING

Highly articulated glove for mixed climbing in
all conditions. Designed for maximized tactile
control and secure fit in mixed environments

KEY FEATURES

– Highly dexterous, next-to-skin fitting mixed
climbing glove
– Fully synthetic palm material provides grip in
wet and dry conditions
– Construction and design provide for near zero
resistance to closure, no shear on tools or
rock, excellent grip in wet conditions
– Pulley adjustment system locks glove to the
hand to maximize fit and stability
– Very low volume, next-to-skin fit
– Thermal protection over the knuckles

FABRICS

N72s 3L GORE® WINDSTOPPER®
Synthetic Leather Material

Black

PRODUCT
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PRODUCT
CUSTOMIZATION

Customization of Arc’teryx products is available. Our skilled in-house team carefully craft
embroidery and other modifications to meet manufacturing standards. The integrity of all
performance features in our products is preserved.

EMBROIDERY

HEAT TRANSFER

The integrity of your logo is ensured
through a stitch-out proofing process prior
to delivery. All Gore-Tex embroidery is
re-sealed to remain 100% waterproof.

Arc’teryx utilizes our extensive
manufacturing expertise to apply precise
logo replications at the exact temperature
and time for all of our technical materials.

REFLECTIVE HEAT TRANSFERS

VELCRO APPLICATIONS

High visibility 3M reﬂective applications for
rescue technicians.

Velcro arm and chest identification patches
available in multiple colours.

RETURNS OR EXCHANGES
We want to ensure that you find a product that will best meet your needs. However, we do
not permit returns or exchanges in the Professional Program;
all sales are final.

ARC’TERYX PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM
Arc’teryx designs and builds its products to meet the demanding needs of outdoor
professionals. With the Professional Program, qualifying organizations and individuals
may purchase gear directly from Arc’teryx at a substantial savings. Arc’teryx also offers
customization options for group purchases of most products at a modest charge.

PRO PURCHASE POLICY
Please take a moment to review and familiarize yourself with the policies of our Professional
Program. Remember that members of our Professional Program are accepted as brand
ambassadors, and are expected to act accordingly at all times.
•

WHO IS ELIGIBLE FOR PRO PURCHASE?

•

The Arc’teryx Professional Program is reserved for individuals and organizations that hold
the highest level of certification and training for mountain environments. These groups and
organizations include:

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IFMGA - International Federation of Mountain Guides Associations (IVBV, UIAGM)
ACMG - Association of Canadian Mountain Guides
AMGA - American Mountain Guides Association
AMGA Accredited Organizations
MRA - Mountain Rescue Association
Mountain and wilderness Search and Rescue organizations
AIARE – American Institute for Avalanche Rescue and Education Instructors
CAA - Canadian Avalanche Association
AAA - American Avalanche Association
Professional avalanche forecasters
Professional full time ski patrol
CSP - Canadian Ski Patrol
Professional ski instructors (Level 2 or higher certification)
NOLS & Outward Bound Instructors
Park Wardens and Rangers

WHO IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR PRO PURCHASE?
Individuals and groups who do not hold certification with the above organizations are
not eligible for the professional program. Groups that do not qualify for the professional
program may still purchase uniform orders through the Corporate Uniform Sales Program.
To inquire about uniform orders please visit our Corporate Sales website corporate.arcteryx.
com and fill out a Contact Us form.

•
•

•

•

•
•

Purchases are for your personal use only. You may not place orders for family
members, friends or coworkers.
Your Arc’teryx Pro Purchase pricing is confidential. Please do not discuss your
discount and pricing with anyone.
Products obtained through the Arc’teryx Pro Purchase Program are FINAL SALE
and may not be returned for a refund, credit, or exchange.
Products obtained through the Arc’teryx Pro Purchase Program may not be resold.
Your login information for the online store is specifically for you and should be
kept confidential. Should Professionals you work with also want to order online,
have them apply on our website or contact our Professional sales team.
Your Pro discount is not available through Arc’teryx brand stores or dealers.
However, we welcome you to visit an Arc’teryx brand store to try on our gear
before purchasing online. Please respect other customers by identifying yourself
as a member of our Professional Program to allow our staff to give priority to
other customers.
Please respect our relationship with your local Arc’teryx Dealers. Do not use any
Arc’teryx Dealer as a location to try on products before you purchase through
the Arc’teryx Professional program. Sizing and product information is readily
available at the online store (pro.arcteryx.com) or at our brand stores.
All members may be required to renew their Professional membership once each year.
Abuse of any of these policies will not be tolerated and will result in permanent
suspension from the program.

Any questions regarding this policy, please contact Arc’teryx Professional.

CONTACT US
Toll Free
Email
Web

866.855.3466
propurchase@arcteryx.com
pro.arcteryx.com

We are dedicated to producing the finest quality, most thoroughly engineered outerwear, backpacks,
harnesses, gloves, and accessories. We control quality at every step of the design and manufacturing
process. We proudly warranty every product we make to be free of defects in materials and workmanship.
If you ever have a problem with an Arc’teryx product, contact us and we will repair or replace it.
The Arc’teryx Lifetime Warranty: Any defects in materials or workmanship are covered for the lifetime of the
product. Product damage through wear and tear, neglect, or misuse will be repaired at a nominal charge.
Call 1.888.326.9900 for warranty assistance.
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